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De Borchgrave Attacks Soviet Disinformation
by David M. Rothbard
News Editor
Speaking to a capacity Nursing
Auditorium crowd last week,
famous author and journalist Arnaud de Borchgrave addressed
the problems which he observed
in today's media and charged the
Soviet Union with carrying out a
massive disinformation campaign
in the Western world.
DeBorchgrave, co-author of the
bestselling novel The Spike, has
worked for Newsweek for over
thirty years and was Chief Foreign
Correspondent and Senior Editor
of that magazine when he left. It
was said that de Borchgrave has
interviewed every major world
leader and Soviet defector with
the exception of the Soviet
leaders.
"Receptive correspondents
have a romantic disposition
toward Marxist regimes," he
asserted, "and they like to believe
that the guerrillas are fighting in.
Central America for a pluralistic
democracy." He claimed that the
media today has a serious leftwing bias which is manifested by
the known political views of the
major media stars. "All the
military might in the world won't
help us if we lose the war of
words," he warned.
DeBorchgrave called for the
media to apply the same standards of credibility to the news
that we apply to all other things
and stated, "The arrogance of the
media personalities is amazing
and in fact, the national political
reporters are more powerful than
ever as they now are the final arbiters of our national policies."

"Lenin once said that to tell the
truth is a petty bourgeois habit,"
he stated, "and to lie is imperative
when furthering revolutionary
causes." de Borchgrave explained
that he has personally seen his
fellow colleagues innocently
report the "wrong" news which
the KGB had purposely planted.

"Sometimes they don't even know
they are reporting inaccurate
news," he claimed.
DeBorchgrave said that he has
interviewed many defectors from
the East including high ranking
Soviet KGB officer Stanislave Levchenko who affirmed the existence of a Soviet disinformation

Ban key Evaluated
by Denise Murphy
Staff Writer

Famous author and journalist Arnaud de Borchgrave spoke to a packed
auditorium of students last Thursday,
[Photo by Chris Flint]

Former U.S. Congressman Speaks
On Jesuit Education
by Richard D. Fahey
Staff Writer
Rev. Robert Drinan, S.J., a professor of political theory at Georgetown University gave a lecture last
Tuesday, April 19, in the Oakroom,
which was sponsored by Alpha
Sigma Nu entitled "Our Jesuit
Education, What does it mean?"
Fr. Drinan entered the Society of
Jesus after his graduation from
Boston College, and later attended Georgetown Law School. In
1972 Fr. Drinan was elected to the
U.S. House of Representatives
from the sixth district v of
Massachusetts. However, in 1979
Fr. Drinan obeyed Pope John Paul

campaign. "The defectors who
several instances which illustrate
worked inside the KGB were never
the bias of the media and said
interviewed in our media though
that disinformation, penetration,
for reasons that escape me," he and terrorism threaten us more
thanYiuclear war.
said.
"Soviet Active Measures" is a
Referring to the efforts of the
report of Congressional hearings
Soviets, he stated, "it is superior
concerning Soviet disinformation
not to win 100 out of 100 battles
but rather to subdue the armies of
which clearly proves the allegations of a massive disinformation the enemy without ever fighting
plot through the testimony of them." This, he said, is the
some Soviet defectors, de Borch- strategy of the Russians.
grave stated that all journalism
Finally, de Borchgrave called
students should be required to for a balance between conserread this, "But most of the pro- vatives and liberals in the mass
fessors in the schools haven't media but said that he would not
like to see it controlled by either
even heard of it."
"Disinformation poisons the one. He pointed out, "The media
life-blood of democracy," he said, people today are players in inter"and Yuri Andropov elevated national politics, not merely specdisinformation into a full direc- tators."
The lecture was co-sponsored
torate (Directorate A) of the KGB
with well over 100 operations each by the Fairfield College Repubyear. Next to government officials, licans and the Politics Club.
the media people are the highest Copies of The Spike were
targets on the recruitment list of distributed to the audience and de
, Borchgrave signed autographs for
the KGB."
DeBorchgrave also discussed several of the students.

II request that he end his political
career. Since then he has been
teaching at Georgetown University.
Fr. Drinan's lecture "Our Jesuit
Education, what does it mean?"
centered upon his statement
"with education and wealth come
certain moral responsibilities". He
stated, "that because of your intellectual training, you can not
retreat into the comfortable middle class existence detached from
the political and social injustices
of the day". Fr. Drinan stressed
the issue when he stated that
"you're not a good Catholic,
you're not a good American, if you
close your eyes to the problems of

the world". He then chose two examples, the Arms Race, and Latin
America as issues which all good
Christians, and especially those
with a Jesuit Education should
make themselves aware of.
On the Arms Race he mentioned
the Bishop's statement on nuclear
weapons which he supported. This
document stated that any use of
nuclear weapons, whether it be for
defensive or offensive purposes
was immoral; But the Bishop's
Continued on page 4

"At present, evaluation of
Bankey usage continues," stated
Mr. William Lucas, Controller for
Business and Finance. He explained, "its status will remain the
same. However in the near future,
improvements in this type of computerized banking will hopefully
provide students with access to
more than one bank via the computer."
The Bankey, finishing its first
year here at Fairfield is being
studied by the University in regard
to whether it will remain here as it
is now or in some other form of
computer banking system. Alternatives are being looked at mainly
for the purpose of getting the
same services at a lower rate.
A complete change of banks
was originally considered by the
department, but this move did not
seem prudent, all facts considered. A replacement would require securing a contract with a
new bank, transferring all accounts, and as well physically
removing the Bankey computer.
This project alone could run into
months of work.

Authorities in the banking industry predict that, perhaps within
the next six months, the legal
technicalities involved in this
alteration will be ironed out. Thus,
Finance opted to wait for the "big
change" which will better address
the problem.
Under the new system, records
of accounts from several branches
will be channeled into the logs of
one computer to be located in the
campus center. The freedom of
choosing from amongst a halfdozen local banks with varying
fees will allow students to choose
which bank best meets their particular needs. They will enjoy the
convenience of making transactions with other banks without
having to travel off-campus.
"A summer hold on accounts is
being discussed with C.B.T.," said
Lucas. This freeze would mean
that no minimum balance would
be required during the months
from June to August, and all
records would be carried over until
September. He commented that,
as of now, the case is "in limbo".
With regret, Lucas pointed, "This
arrangement may present a problem for those students living in
^airfield permanently."

LaGuardia to Chair
by Kathryn King
Staff Writer
Assistant director of University
activities, Lisa LaGuardia, has
been appointed chairman of the
1983 New England Regional Conference for the National Association of Campus Activities. The
conference will be held October
thirtieth thru November second, in
Liberty, New York.
The National Association of
Campus Activities is composed of
"schools, agencies, and performers that play on college campuses," according to Lisa LaGuardia. The conference's purpose is
to get the performers known to the
colleges and to maKe people
aware of new ideas.
Ms. LaGuardia explained,
"Basically, you learn how to program on your campus and it's an
opportunity to see all kinds of acts

and services to program on campus." The conference has three
major parts. The first is a series of
educational programs which cover
leadership and publicity techniques. The second part has a variety of showcases in which entertainers perform. This is an opportunity for activities directors to
see different kinds of acts they
can book. An exhibition hall
makes up the third part of the conference. Agencies have booths set
up to present available acts. Last
fall, Fairfield University saw at the
conference "Amazing Jonathon"
who performed for Dogwood
Weekend.
The conference is "a good opportunity to see what other colleges do," said Lisa LaGuardia.
She will probably take five or six
people from F.U.S.A. to the conference as she has done in the
past.

Seen here are Patty Capeci and Eddie Ambrosino as they enjoy Fairfield's annual Dogwoods aance. Well
over 700 students spent the night aboard the U.S.S. Fairfield while Cut Loose provided the new wave
sounds. See page 10 for story.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
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"On Human Work"
by Michael S. Guarnieri
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University School
of Business sponsored a symposium on Pope John Paul ll's encyclical entitled Laborem Exercens ("On Human Work"),
Wednesday, April 20. The forum
featured as its principal speaker,
the Rev. J. Bryan Hehir, Director of
the Office of International Justice
and Peace of the United States
Catholic Conference. Fr. Hehir
was a member of the Vatican
delegation to the United Nations
Special Session on Disarmament
in 1978.
Other participants included Professor Vincent A. Carrafiello, Professor of Business Law at Fairfield, Mr. Virgil B. Day, Senior Partner in the law firm of Vedder,
Price, Kaufman, Kammhotz, and
Day, and former Vice President of
General Electric, Mr. Thomas R.
Donahue, Secretary-Treasurer of
the AFL-CIO, and Dr. Paul F.
Lakeland, Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies at Fairfield.
The Dean of the School of
Business, Dr. R. Keith Martin,
opened the forum with a few introductory remarks. Fr. Hehir then
spoke about the history of Church
social teaching and declared that
John Paul's encyclical represented a "turning point in social
teaching of the Church". Fr. Hehir
commented that the encyclical
provided a systemic documentation of the correspondence between Church social teaching and

the Church's other teachings. Fr.
Hehir interprets the Pope's view of
the Church as not being a political
institution, yet rather being in the
mids' -' the political process and
continually struggling foi human
rights and human dignity.
Professor Carrafiello spoke of
the right to strike as the core—the
very essence—of the workingman's rights. Ho further discussed
the "social sin of unemployent."
Mr. Donahue then quoted His
Holiness as saying that "unions
are more than simply legitimate,
they are indispensible." Mr.
Donahue closed by criticizing the
Church's lack of enforcement of
the several encyclicals relating to
labor and managment, stating that
on paper they were fine, but in
reality the Church hasn't done as
much as it could in this area.
Dr. Lakeland followed and he
stated that "labor has the absolute priority over capital." Dr.
Lakeland also touched upon the
role of women in the workplace
and John Paul's attitude toward
this.
Lastly, Mr. Day applauded the
Pope's emphasis on work, rather
than simply the fruits of work. He
said that there will be no wealth
unless people first work to attain
it. Mr. Day commented that too
often people discuss distributing
wealth, rather than producing it.
Mr. Day closed by stating that, in
his opinion, the Pope is not arguing for the "welfare state" in the
encyclical.
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Republicans Awarded
by Jeanette M. Antal
Staff Writer
Fairfield Univeristy was represented by eight delegates at the College
Republicans state convention held in Hartford on April 22-23. Fairfield
was presented two awards by Connecticut state chairman, Paul Ericson
of Yale University.
The first award was for the largest delegation of any college in the
state and the second was a special recognition for Fairfield as the "Hard
Core Activists" of the state.
The delegates attended lectures and movies which made them more
aware of the vital need for Republican support in American universities.
Charles Fawcett addressed the group on his role as an activist in the
Freedom Fighter's movement in Afghanistan. Howard Philips, president
of the National Conservative Caucus spoke about the urgency for university students to be strongly represented in government. Continuing with
Mr. Philips' message. Jack Abramoff, National Chairman of College
Republicans, called for the active participation of the delegates on their
campuses. David Rothbard presently a freshman at Fairfield was elected
vice-chairman of the State College Republicans for the 1983-84 school
year.

T MISS IT!
ARNIE'S

PLACE
America's Finest
Family Amusement
Center

Nuclear Forum Set
by Delia J. Smith
Staff Writer
A Jesuit Student Forum on
Nuclear Awareness involving undergraduates from all of the Jesuit
colleges and universities across
the nation has been launched at
the College of the Holy Cross. The
organization intends to issue a
publication tentatively called
"Arms and Voices," next November.
This publication will provide an
opportunity for students at Jesuit
colleges and universities to consider the issues surrounding the
existence of nuclear arms. Since a
forum must include two different
points of view, all ideas addressing the nuclear arms race will be
welcomed. This project is a nonpartisan effort to represent conservative, liberal, and any other
points of view which Jesuit college students hold.

A panel of faculty and students
from the College of the Holy Cross I
will select the most thoughtful
and articulate works for publication. Works may be from a certain
discipline and should reveal personal philosophy, insight, or opinion of the nuclear arms race.
Essays may be no more than
2000 words and should include the
author's name, title of work and
name of their school. Artwork and
cartoons should be 3x5, 5x7, or
8V2X11. The early deadline is May
30, 1983, while the late deadline
September 30, 1983.
All entries should be adressed
to:
Alexander Mikulich
Editor-in-Chief
Jesuit Student Forum
Box 1162
Holy Cross College
Worchester, MA. 01610

Harrison Denies Love
by Jeanette M. Antal
Staff Writer
"Love is dead," marked the tone of the lecture given by Doctor
Joan Harrison in the Nursing Auditorium last week.
Dr. Harrison has recently completed a dissertation on the gradual
change of love from humanitarian love of a human being to
hedonistic love of a body. She believes that "contemporary love
blinds" because it is based on desire and desire stems from an irrational base.
Doctor Harrison saw little hope for love to change its descending
course in the future. She sees our society as being responsible for
the destruction of the pure essence of love. It is only in a society like
ours that the existentialist, unloving characters of Camus and Sartre
could exist, for no other century would believe in the callous morality
of them. It is our century that has taken the love affair and replaced it
with a casual relationship and it is only our generation that has taken
love and replaced it with hedonistic lust.

h_

BUY $5 of tokens
get an extra $5 more FREE
with Student I.D. Card
good until June 1st, 1983
1365 Post Road East, Westport, CT

(203)254-1013
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Evaluation Rip-Off
Teachers have once again begun the process of passing out evaluation forms in their classes, and as in past years some professors are
choosing not to participate in the F.U.S.A. teacher evaluations,-thereby
hindering students' rights to make informed choices concerning the
■courses and professors they plan to take.
The faculty here have always had the option of whether or not they
wanted to utilize the student form, and for the most part they
cooperated. But problems in the tabulation of last year's evaluations
have turned off some faculty, while others just don't wish to have the
result from their classes printed.
In the first case professors have a legitimate gripe, but many may not
be aware of the changes which have taken place over the last year.
F.U.S.A. has arranged to have their evaluation attached to the
university's and will have their data run through the same process as the
university's. This will allow faculty to receive all of their data back, and
afford them the opportunity to check the result before printing. In this
way they can rectify any errors in calculations. Therefore, teachers
should have no hesitations concerning the validity of the evaluations.
In the second case there is no truly plausible answer for why a professor would not wish to have the class results published unless they
were afraid the results would reflect unfavorably on their teaching skills.
Also, these faculty members are trusting grapevine information which
may be biased, instead of letting students make their choice on real
data.
Other professors have complained that the evaluations are difficult to
read once they are printed. This should be a priority of F.U.S.A. once
they receive the numbers back. They should attempt to lay-out the
results in a manner which facilitates easy reading.
This final argument still should not prevent faculty from using tne
forms. The more information which can be provided to students, the
more accurate their course selections will be.

OPINIONS

Ruining Commencement
Dear Sirs:
I was happy to hear that Elie
Wiesel, the Holocaust survivor,
would be our commencement
speaker. However, I still could not
help but think back to the an-

Letter To The Editor

Defending Anti-Soviet Posters
To the Editor:
In response to the uninformed
writer of the "Propaganda Promises Hatred" letter in last week's
MIRROR, I wish to defend the
"Hateful" propaganda that adorned the walls of Canisius. First,
there is substantial proof that
Russia {i.e. the Soviet Union since
1917) was responsible for the attempted assassination of the
Pope. The Italian government has
sponsored three separate inEDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Executive Editors
Executive Advertising Manager
News

vestigations, all of which have
linked the assassination attempt
to Bulgarian Secret Service. How
coincidental that every department of the Bulgarian Secret Service is KGB-controlled.
The posters did reek of antiSoviet sentiment, but sentiment
based on fact —not hate alone, as
Mr. Perkins asserted in his letter.
It is a fact that the Soviet Union is
presently using chemical warfare
in Afghanistan. It is a fact that Yuri
Richard Swietek
Elizabeth Kline
Scott Grasso
Bryan LeClerc
Thomas P. Moore
David M. Rothbard
ichael S. Guarnieri
Timothy Keefe
Debbie Nanfeldt
Elizabeth Bartus
Joseph DiPietro
ichard K. Mealey
Ellen Dougherty
John Pastorelle
Sheri Montei
Denise Carroll

Politics
Arts & Entertainment
Features
In-Depth Editor
Sports
Editorial Page Editor
Photography
Photography Assista
Graphics
Public Relations
BUSINESS STAFF
Elizabeth Keenan
Business Manager
Pat Perkowski
Assistant Business Manager
Andrea Renzoni
Advertising Manager
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor. Telephone—(203)
255-5411 ext. 2533. Layout every Sunday night. Ad deadline Friday
afternoon. Third class postage at Fairfield, Connecticut. The Mirror is
published every Thursday during the academic year by the Fairfield
Mirror, Inc.
The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for the writing, articles,
layout, pictures, and format. Unless specifically stated signed columns represent the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the editorial position of The Mirror or the views of the
students, faculty or administration.

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and comments of its
readers. Letters to the Editor can be submitted to Box AA
or to the Mirror office in the ground floor of Gonzaga.

1.
2.
3..
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy
set forth by the Editorial Board.
Letters must be relevant and timely.
Letters must be typewritten on a 20-55 margin, double spaced.
Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for
publication the following Thursday.
To insure publication every letter must be signed. With Mirror
permission, author's name may be withheld.
Upon submission, letters become Mirror property.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit all letters. Letters must be
free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and all libel.
Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be
conducted on a face to face basis, so that room can be reserved
for more generalized topics.
The Executive Board shall determine by majority vote which
letters shall appear. The Board's decision is final.

Andropov was responsible for the
repression of Soviet dissidents in
the '70s. It is a fact that Andropov
was the force behind the imposition of martial law in Poland. The
Soviet threat is quite real, not just
a Western McCarthyite myth. The
U.S. does not display a clean slate,
but when parallelled with the iniquities of the Soviet Union, the
U.S. can be seen as a more peaceloving, humanitarian entity.
The reason for displaying these
posters at Fairfield was to oppose
the uninformed, comfortable,
bourgeois attitudes of the Fairfield community. The harsh realism of these posters was the most
efficacious means to propagate
the facts. If the students were insulted by the "low-culture" propaganda, it is only because they
are naive to the ongoing political
machinations of the Soviet. Union.
It is only through such propaganda that an unrealistic, liberal
Catholic mindset can be tamed
and educated.
Motives? Yes. Hate? No.
Motives of a loving concern for
humanity, not just a national concern, but a concern for the oppressed in Poland, El Salvador,
Afghanistan and even the Soviet
Union.
Jeanette M. Antal
Secretary,
College Republicans

nouncment two years ago that
Alexander Haig, then Secretary ot
State, would speak at the 1981
graduation.
Remember the bitter battles
that raged in the MIRROR for
months, attempting to degrade
the man's character and questioning whether he was worthy to be
the guest speaker? I wonder—do
you think it will happen again?
Just think: certain members of
the community can come out of

the closets they have been hiding
in for two years, and disgrace the
university all over again. They can
rob the graduating seniors of oneof the proudest days of their lives
by handing out leaflets and storming out of the graduation speech
all over again. All in the name of
free speech.
Oh, well, I hope it does not happen, but after seeing the actions
of some people at this institution
over the past four years, you never
know!
Signed
Luke Stanton

Faculty Member Asks
For Student Support
To the EditorThank you for sharing with
students and parents the problems that we faculty have in
negotiating with management.
We do need your support. Your
readers perhaps are unaware
of the extent of the financial
sacrifice that faculty and their
families endure. These readers
will find interesting the
average salaries (in thousands

of dollars at each rank) from
some Connecticut institutions
for the 1981-82 academic year,
which I take from the
July/August 1982 issue of
Academe, the publication of
the American Association of
University Professors.
Thanks again for your support!
John C. MacDonald
Professor of Chemistry
Full
Associate Assistant
Professor Professor Professor

Central Connecticut
State College
Fairfield University
Trinity College
University of Bridgeport
University of Connecticut
University of Hartford
University of New Haven
Wesleyan University
Yale. University

$32.3
30.5
35.8
33.1
38.2
31.3
29.3
37.6
44.8

$25.7
25.7
25.7
25.2
27.3
24.9
25.6
26.1
27.2

$21.8
21.7
20.5
20.5
21.8
20.5
21.7
20.7
21.3

Drinking: Effects On Families
by Laureen Sullivan
Alcoholism can be as devastating to the alcoholic's family (sometimes even more so) as it is to the
alcoholic himself. Alcoholism is a
sneaky disease, and often a family
is severely affected without even
realizing that a drinking problem
exists.
The alcoholic is not necessarily
a drunk who stumbles and slurs
his words. In reality, the alcoholic
is an expert at hiding his problem.
Each individual is affected differently.
For example, John and Ken may
have a couple of drinks together
after work on a regular basis. Ken
is just a social drinker and goes
out to socialize with John. The
drink itself is secondary. On the
other hand, John looks forward
more to the drink itself than talking to Ken.
Afterwards, both men go to

their respective homes and have a
drink or two with dinner. The difference is that Ken can take it or
leave it, but John makes sure he
gets those drinks every single
night. John seldom gets visibly
drunk, but he is a nervous, tense,
and impatient person. He would
rather hang out with his buddies at
the Elks than spend time with his
family.
As far as John's family is concerned, John is tense, grumpy,
and withdrawn by nature.
Everyone is so used to this attitude that no one thinks anything
of it. When Dad is around, the tension is so thick you could cut it
with a knife, but that is nothing
unusual. The family is usually the
last to notice because they are living in the midst of the problem.
They cannot see the situation objectively.
In most case's, the spouse covers up for the alcoholic even
though he/she is not consciously

aware that alcohol is the cause of
all the fights and tension. If Dad
has a problem, Mom usually
defends him when he abuses the
children for no reason; or she
doesn't say a word. The kids could
start to resent the mother because
she is allowing Dad to do this to
them. They even begin to lose
respect for her because she is
also letting Dad walk all over her.
Each child handles the problem
his own way. One may rebel, while
another becomes apathetic. In
many cases, the oldest child may
be an over-achiever and socially introverted, while the youngest
becomes an under-achiever, but
more extroverted.
Help is available for people who
are affected by someone else's
drinking. For more intoriiiauun,
please contact a peer counsellor
or John Pacheco at ext. 2641.
Laureen Sullivan is a Peer
Counsellor.
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To Daylight Savings Time...A
horrible way to start an awful morning.
To Student Services for the long
delay in the Ft.A. selection process...Why prolong the misery?
To teachers who only count
term papers as 5% of your
grade...is the effort worth it?
To the administration for not
paying our professors more...they
really deserve it.
To everything that is due the
week before finals...Don't
worry...We didn't want to start studying until the night before finals
anyhow.

CHEERS
To a great Dogwood Weekend...Saturday was sunny for
rugby, lacrosse, baseball,
softball...Congrats to S.E.C.
To outstanding lectures last
week...keep up the good work.
To Cabaret...a great ending to a
very successful Playhouse
season. We're looking forward to
the '84 season.
To the Stag-Her for trying to
keep students on campus...It sure
beats walking to the Naut.

Drinan On Jesuit Role
Continued from page 1
statement also stated that for
deterrence sake some nuclear
weapons could be deployed. Fr.
Drinan disagreed with the Reagan
administration's zero option proposal, and was critical of the way
in which the Reagan Administration was trying to reduce nuclear
weapons. Fr. Drinan again urged
that all good Christians should
make themselves aware of this
issue.
The other issue which Fr.
Drinan used as an example of current affairs which all good Christians should be aware was Latin
America. Drinan stated "in Latin
America there is an unjust disparity in income". He also stated that
we as good Christians could not

ignore the plight of our fellow
Christians in Latin America. He
supported the idea of a Liberation
Theology, which would free the
people of Latin America from their
oppressors. He stated that our
present and former administrations promoted such oppressive regimes in Latin America,
and that we as good Christians
and as good Americans should try
to change American foreign policy
through the political process.
Fr. Drinan ended his remarks
with a statement that "it is
through the integration of piety
and learning, which is the embodiment of a Jesuit Education, that
we come to the realization that as
good Christians we must make
ourselves aware of political and
social injustices and do what we
can to help combat them."
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Summer Session'83: More than 200
courses in many fields, taught by distinguished
UVM faculty and visiting scholars.
New course concentrations include:
• Computers
• Workshops in Writing
• Women's Studies
• Dimensions of Drug and Alcohol Abuse
• American Traditions
• Family Studies
• Business
and much more!
Our historic Burlington campus overlooks sparkling Lake
Champlain, in the heart of Vermont's incomparable
Green Mountains. It's the perfect environment for
education—and recreation.
So take the first step toward your summer of
discovery. Call 802-862-6133 or send the
coupon below for your free catalog.
University of Vermont
Continuing Education
411 Main Street
Burlington, VT 05401 -3482

D Please rush me your Summer
Session '83 Catalog.
Name_
Address
City

Continuing
Education

.

. State.

Zip_

Telephone.
10

Drive Continues For Fund
by Thomas P. Moore
News Editor
Twenty-three hundred dollars of the five thousand dollar goal has
been donated for the Dr. Abbas Khadjavi Memorial Scholarship Fund.
The DeCamp Foundation is providing matching funds, making the total
amount of the fund ten thousand dollars.
The money donated so far is the result of forty-five contributors from
the Fairfield Community. In an interview with Mrs. John A. Barone, the
Provost's wife, she stated, "Mrs. Khadjavi told me that a scholarship
established in her late husband's name would make her very happy."
The five thousand dollar goal must be met in order to fulfill the criteria
to establish a named scholarship fund at Fairfield. Mrs. Barone said that
those interested in contributing to the fund should make their checks
payable to Fairfield University marked appropriately with "Khadjavi
Fund Scholarship."

j Mike's
•Pizza

OF FAIRFIELD

• TAKE OUT ORDERS
- GRINDERS Special Mikes
Super Pizza
Turnover Pizzas

10% DISCOUNT
W/ F.U. I.D.
FAMFMIO

^ ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
• PIE AT NO CHARGE
•
5

OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 3 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

255-2292
1 560 POST «OAD, FAMFIILO
(NIXT TO FAIRFIILD T«ADINO POST) f
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Thursday Night
* SPECIAL*

25° DRAFTS

Wacko
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express" Card.
What are we?
Crazy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the
American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
Of course, the Card also helps you establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home.
So fill in the coupon below and American Express will send you a Special
Student Application right away, along with a free handbook that has everything
you need to know about credit. Or just look for an application at your college
bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.SM

8:00 • 12:00 PM

Please send me a Special Student Application
for the American Express^Card and the free
Credit Handbook.
Mail this coupon to:
American Express Travel Related Services Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 222, Church Street Station
New York, New York 10046

Lunch & Dinner
Served daily
WATCH FOR THESE SPECIALS!
May 5—Nocello Night
May 12—7 &7 Night
1144 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-3416
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f^— Focus On

[POLITICS]
Results Of Social
Security Poll

Interview With
Amaud de Borchgrave
by David M. Rothbard
News Editor
and
Jeanette M. Antal
Staff Writer
In a recent interview, Arnaud de Borchgrave,
celebrated journalist and author, expressed fear
about the growing Soviet menace and lashed out at
the American media for being a pawn for the Russians.
"A bias in the media has been scientifically proven
as an overwhelming majority of media stars have a
distinctly left-wing bias," he claimed, "and may have
even disclosed how they feel."
When asked about the problem of a Soviet disinformation campaign, which is the Soviet effort to plant
false information in our media to further their own imperialistic interests, de Borchgrave stated that he
has definite proof of such a campaign through the
testimony of defectors including Stanislave
Levehenko, a high-ranking KGB officer. "Our single
most critical problem," he stated, "is losing the 'war
of words.' "
Concerning the nuclear freeze movement in the
U.S., de Borchgrave asserted that even the Soviet's
leading dissident Andrei Sakharov who invented the
Soviet H-Bomb, has warned us about entering into
such an agreement with the Russians. "Russia has
altered the balance by deploying one SS20 missile
each week while we have stopped production of the
cruise and Pershing missiles," he explained.
De Borchgrave emphasized the probability of a
Soviet connection in the assassination attempt on

the Pope's life and said, "Three independent investigations have tracked the plot to the Bulgarians who
are run by a directorate of the KGB." He continued,
"There is a terminal naivete in this country; the Russians never dirty their own hands and always subcontract their dirty work. In fact, the arms that were shipped thru Brazil to Nicaragua this past week aboard a
Libyan troop transport was a Soviet controlled operation."
"Yellow rain," he affirmed, "is overwhelming but it
is seldom mentioned in the media. They harp on 55
U.S. military advisors in El Salvador as if we were the
root of all their evil but don't ever talk about Castro's
2,000 military and 4,000 civilian advisors in the little
country of Nicaragua where three Cuban generals
run the secret police."
Discussing the Mid East conflict, de Borchgrave
alluded to the fact that the PLO has been an adjunct
of Soviet foreign policy. "Keeping the pot boiling
serves their expansionist interests,in the area and
through the PLO, the Soviets can deal itself back into
the picture," he said.
De Borchgrave called for the U.S. to provide further
assistance to the freedom fighters in Afghanistan
and said that it is important for us to help the cause
against Communism. "Since the Russians have been
promoting so called national liberation movements
all over the world which have been total frauds, they
have not been liberating countries but subjecting
them."
Finally, de Borchgrave stated that the last great
colonial power of the USSR will eventually break up
but he warned that no one knows just how much
damage will be done before it does dissolve.

Politics Jesuit-Style
by Tony Ghecas
To me, Father Robert Drinan is
the quintessential Jesuit. His
political thought is not only wellconstructed, he also embodies the
great Jesuit quality of action.
Throughout his ecclesiastical and
political career, Father Drinan has
attempted to bring his beliefs to
fruition in the real world. In other
words, he is no ivory tower intellectual.
On April 19, a number of university students and faculty witnessed a rousing lecture by Rev. Drinan
in the Campus Center Oak Room.
The lecture, sponsored by Alpha
Sigma Nu (the Jesuit Honor Society), related the ideals of Jesuit
Education to life in the postcollege world.
Listening to Father Drinan, the

"After we graduate
from Fairfield University, the Ideas that we
have been exposed to
will stay with us."
four years of my Jesuit education
came into perspective for me.
Beforehand, I feared that the
Jesuit from Georgetown might be
too political in his presentation.
Although I've been involved in
campus politics during my years
at Fairfield, I still realize that certain matters of religion and
politics must remain separate.
But Father Drinan's lecture
went beyond politics. Emphasing
his essential liberal views, the
former Democratic congressman

from Massachusetts spoke of action and concern and hope in a
world of apathetic despair. "I have
a dream," said Rev. Drinan, in
words reminiscent of the late civil
rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. And Father Drinan's
dream included actualizing the
ideals of our Jesuit education in
the real world.
The words of the Georgetown
law professor touched me deeply.
Our Jesuit education, according to
Drinan, will not allow us to hide
away in our comfortable suburban
households, free from the important problems that plague our
modern world.
Whether we become lawyers or
doctors or accountants after we
graduate from Fairfield University,
the ideals that we have been exposed to will stay with us. We cannot choose but bring these ideals
with us no matter where we go.
In short, Father Drinan was telling us not to alienate ourselves
from the two most importantproblems of our period; the
nuclear arms race and the Third
World dilemma. "How good it
would be," said Drinan, "if, in one
hundred and fifty years, history
books record that the Catholic
bishops, backed up by the fifty
million American Catholics, were
instrumental in bringing about an
end to the nuclear arms race."
This Jesuit was telling us that we
must leave our apathy and selfinterest behind us and apply our
Jesuit ideals to real world problems.
t believe that Father Drinan's
lecture made an impact on all
those who were in the Oak Room
that evening. It was one of the
most memorable experiences of
my Jesuit education.

Mr. Ghecas is a former Politics
Editor and Senior Politics major.

The following questions were
asked of 127 students in the
Campus Center lobby during late
March. The results were tabulated by Tim Porterf ield and the poll
was written by the Fairfield
University College Republicans.
1. What is your general feeling
toward the recent Social Security Commission solution to the
crisis in social security?
I FEEL THE SOLUTION IS
THE BEST POSSIBLE
4%
I FEEL THE SOLUTION IS
GOOD, BUT IT COULD HAVE
BEEN BETTER
35%
I FEEL THE SOLUTION IS
PURELY POLITICAL AND
NOT GOOD
26%.
I AM UNAWARE OF THE
SOLUTION
35%
2. How would you propose that
the social security problem be
solved?
CUT BENEFITS
36%
RAISE TAXES
28%
PHASE OUT THE SOCIAL
SECURITY SYSTEM
22%

DO NOTHING: THE PROBLEM ISN'T THAT BAD
14%
3. If we do nothing about social
security, do you feel the system
is doomed to collapse?
YES
81 %
NO
19%
4. Do you feel that current
retirees receive less than, more
than, or about the same as the
amount they've contributed to
the system (on average)?
LESS THAN
49%
ABOUT THE SAME AS
13%
MORE THAN
38%
5. Is a long-term (20-25 years)
phase-out of social security, to
be replaced by a private retirement system, a good idea?
YES
63%
NO
37%
6. Do you think social security
will be around when vou retire?
YES
41 %
NO
59%
Note: Percentages are based on
those answering the question.

Political Clubs Hold Elections
Both the Fairfield University
College Republicans and the Fairfield University Young Democrats
have held elections for the school
year of 1983-84. Following are the
results of these elections:
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
President —Daniel P. Vigilante '84
Vice President—Michael S. Guarnieri '84.
Secretary—Jeanette M. Antal '86
Treasurer—Glenn J. Yeomans '84
(The following are appointed)

Activities Coordinator—Karl Lancaster '84, Executive Director—Victor Cannistra '84

* * #

YOUNG DEMOCRATS
President—Christine D'Addio '85
Vice President —Rich Carr '85
Recording Secretary— Jane
Carpeilino '85
Corresponding Secretary —Jessica Adolino '84
Treasurer—Rich Novak '84
State Delegates—Regina Pizzbnia
'84, Diane Sullivan '84

\

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
FOR GRADS OR THOSE
WITHIN 18 MONTHS
OF GRADUATION
If you're Looking for responsibility, take a look at today's Navy Supply Corps. As a Supply Corps Officer,
you are the Navy's business manager, specializing in
finance, transportation, inventory control and other
fields of Supply Logistics. We offer fully paid training
programs with a salary range of $17,800 to start and
over $28,000 within four years. Other benefits include:

•30 days paid vacation each year.
• Free medical and dental coverage
• Low cost life insurance
• non-contributory retirement plan
•Tax-free allowances
•paid post-graduate educational
opportunities
Positions require that you have a superior academic
record, have a BS/BA or be within 18 months of your
degree, be less than 34 years old (federal regulation)
and can pass our physical and aptitude examinations. If you meet these basic requirements, you may
be qualified to be one of the best. For more information call collect:

Navy Management Programs
(518) 462-6119
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Drop In The Bucket
Orientation '82
Dr. John Orman, Chair of the Politics Dept., and Dr. Marianne Regan, Chair of the English Dept. are just one
of the many new teams teaching this semester.
[Photo by Mike Phone]

Team Teaching

Two Good A Deal
by Eileen Quirk
Staff Writer
If you have a hard time taking a
class with one teacher teaching
the material, how do you think you
could handle two teachers in the
same classroom, teaching you the
same material each time you went
to class? Surprisingly enough, the
courses here at Fairfield that do
offer team teaching, are courses
which students find the most
challenging and most interesting.
The term Team Teaching has
been around a long time here at
Fairfield. According to Dean
Henry Murphy of the Arts arid
Sciences department, team
teaching started at F.U. back in
the early sixties. "After a while,;'
said Dean Murphy, "the teacher
realizes that his course material
has grown stale and it's not that
much of a challenge to the student. The addition of another
teacher in the class, specializing
in a different aspect of the
material being taught, gives the
students a chance to sit back and
hear two opposing views on a subject " Tho rtpan flion added that

this type of teaching creates controversy in the class, but this is
what stimulates the student to
take a stand on the issue at hand.
One class being offered next
semester which is "team taught"
is Technical Writing. Both Arthur
Riel and Dr. Poincelot will be
teaching this course aimed at
gearing the student to write about
technical material, and also to
teach the student to write it clearly in order for it to be read by the
average person with average intelligence. According to Mr. Riel,
too many educated people out
there in the world today know exactly what they are doing in their
specialized field, but they can't
seem to explain it to someone who
hasn't gone to graduate school for
four years and then to more
school for more training. This
course will not create any type of
controversy in the classroom, but
instead, both of the teachers'
speciality in his field will complement one another when taught at
the same time.
I asked one student who has a
team taught class this semester,
what she thought was most dif-

ferent compared to her other
classes. In reply she said that her
team taught class made her more
aware of the way she felt on certain issues, and how she would
have to better understand her
viewpoints in order to make certain decisions. She also added
that the addition of the extra
teacher did create controversy in
the class, but since it was an
ethics class, the controversy forced you to take a stand about
issues such as abortion, the right
to life, and human experimentation.
Classes can sometimes lose
their liveliness and appeal. It isn't
the teacher's fault or the syllabus.
Today we can see the great need
for various classes to add another
teacher of a different outlook in a
course, to join the other teacher,
in order to make the class more
exciting, and give the students a
chance to put down their pens and
just listen to two sides of the
same story. In the end, the student
has nothing to lose, and a great
deal to learn about the matter
being taught, and where he or she
really does stand.

by Cecile Mazzucco
Staff Writer
"I to the world am like a drop of
water/That in the ocean seeks
another drop." This quote from
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors
captures the feelings of we
freshmen during Fairfield University's three day Orientation '82
Program. Now that Orientation '83
is rumbling on the horizon like a
thundercloud,
heavy with
thoughts of the new freshman
deluge, this sophomore-to-be's
"rearview" of its predecessor
might serve as an umbrella before
the cloudburst.
Like a sudden downpour we
freshmen rained into Fairfield's
campus on Sunday September
fifth. Watery-kneed individuals,
peering around our overwhelming
"Freshman Packets," we wondered if it was water on the brain that
made us think of coming here.
We lined up for ID's, lectures,
meals and tours drowning in the
sea of new names of people and
places. It was comforting to be
water-logged with "welcomes"
while we scanned these vast, uncharted waters and trickled along
pathways searching for someone
to call "friend." The OAs and
faculty worked together to absorb
us with warmth like the infamous
"Bounty" towels, always ready to

do more.
Even with the many activities, it
would have been beneficial to
have a few more "puddles" to congregate in between lectures or
free time for our own devices. We
had just dropped out of the sky,
only hours from naivete, and more
discussion with the "older and
wisers" in OA groups would have
benefited us. How about a semiintellectual lecture for the nonathletic while the games are in
session? Like a deep breath
before diving, meeting more people through smaller scale events
would have bolstered our watery
knees for the big spash into the
dance, barbeque and of course the
first day of classes.
Thanks to Orientation '82 we
freshmen started off the semester
with confidence and continued to
widen our pools of friends. By the
time April showers arrived the
Freshman Class was no longer
isolated drops in the campus
bucket but united in an ocean
wave like those of the nearby Long
Island Sound. More likely, as
sophomores we'll swamp the campus like the high splashing tidal
waves of the South Pacific.
Hopefully this year's freshmen
will also be "singing in the rain"
before, during, and after Orientation '83.

Priming For Finals
by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
I know you don't have to be
reminded. Let me put that another
way, you don't WANT to be reminded that final exams are just a
few short weeks away. Here is an
all-purpose for all majors quickie
quiz that will keep you on your
toes.
Question #1—Topic Is Geography.
Where is Nyselius Library?
a) In Nyselius, Illinois next to
the post office.
b) A building on the ground

c ) A famous landmark in Denmark
d } Next to Bannow Science
Center
e ) Don't know and don't care.
Lost campus map.
Question #2—Politics
Identify Marx and Engels.
a ) Famous pair of lovers in
Greek mythology.
b ) Original comedy team, later
joined by three brothers, when
Marty Engels quit.
c ) Wrote the Communist Manifesto

What's This?
by Raymond Mayo
Staff Writer
As all conscientious Fairfield
students do, I make frequent trips
to the library. During my daily trek
along the path that connects the
campus center to the library I
often wonder what the purpose is
of that rope that hangs between
the two birch trees. The rope itself
is nothing spectacular. It's not
one of those new synthetic superstress models, designed to hold
three thousand pounds. What we
have here is a good old fashioned
hemp. Although frayed, I can tell it
is. Mexican product circa 1975.
But the question still remains.
What is this rope there for? Is it a
leftover from the flying Fellini's
circus-act? It it David Letterman's
dental floss? is it to remind math
students of the shortest distance

between two points?
.After long hours of deliberation I
have come up with a few ideas for
this distant relative of the yellow
ribbon. First I thought that we could
hang a sign listing Mr. Blackwell's
"Ten worst dressed women of
1983." Or maybe we could list the
stock market results to satisfy the
business majors. Perhaps it could
be used as part of an obstacle
course, offering students a
chance to discover the benefits of
physical fitness.
Without settling on a practical
use for this cultural gem, I propose a formal dedication with all
of the school executives present
to officially proclaim it as a school
land mark. It is time for students
and faculty alike to recognize the
unlimited ways the rope can
benefit our campus.

d ) The law firm of Alfred Marx
and Tom Engels, specialists
in mental cases.
e ) Don't know, but it might be
my uncles in Sheboygen,
Wisconsin.
Question #3—Art.
What famous artist did the painting—"Self Portrait of Vincent Van
Gogh"?
a) Winslow Homer
b ) Myron Self, famous Jewish artist.
c ) Vincent Van Gogh
d ) Salvatore Dali
e ) I don't know, but it must have
been the same guy who did
"Self Portrait of Pablo
Picasso."
Question #4—Science
When an apple fell on him, what
did Newton discover?
a ) That he had a terrific
headache,
b ) The law of gravity
c ) That it tasted delicious
d ) That he liked apples better
than oranges,
e ) I don't know, an apple never
fell on my head
Question #5—Philosophy
Plato, a famous philosopher,
wrote
a ) Whenever he could find the
time,
b ) The Republic
c ) In Greek, of course,
d ) Terribly. His handwriting was
atrocious..
e ) Don't know. It's all Greek to
me.
Question #6 —Business.
Name the essential things an accountant must do.
a ) He must know how to count
to ten.

•&&-

b ) Sharpen his pencils.
c ) Write legibly.
d ) Balance figures and keep an
account ledger,
e ) I don't know how to account
for anything
Question #7—English.
John Updike, famous qovelist.
wrote a trilogy on the same
character, the first book was called "Run, Rabbit, Run." Name the
main character.
a ) Bugs Bunn.y.
b ) Harry "Rabbit" Angstrom
c ) A guy with long pointy ears-.

d ) Peter Cottontail.
e ) I don't know who John Updike
is and I don't care.
Question #8 —Nursing.
When a patient has a temperature
of 98.6, what should he do?
a ) Take two aspirins and go to
bed.
b ) He should eat an apple.
c ) Bathe in alcohol, preferably
100 proof.
d ) Nothing. He's perfectly normal. '
e ) Don't know, I'm not a nursing
major.
• - •
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To Whom It May Concern:
by Joyce Rockport
Staff Writer
and
Jonathan Puterbaugh
Staff Writer
To whom it may concern:
I think I'm in love with an older
woman. Everytime I eat in the cafe
my heart burns for her...I think her
name is Dale. She doesn't know
that I love her, but, she gives me
the feeling she is after more than
my meal ticket number. How do I
prove my love to her?
— Male in need of Dale...
To male in need of:
I know it's lonely in New York,
New York but, hang in there. Hope
is just somewhere over the rainbow. You should have asked her to

Glee Club To
Sing At Shea

Cabaret. She'd have been a Lucky
Lady. Maybe you should change
your name to Arthur. Then you'd
have it made. If that isn't possible
just keep going back for seconds
and ask for it.
-J.P.
To whom it may concern:
My roommate always tosses his
cookies in the garbage pail on Friday nights. I mean like I could take
it if he'd like hadn't eaten like anchovy pizza before. But like wow
it's really smelly and goobular.
Gross me out! And the real bummer is he won't clean up till like
Monday. He says like if those
maintenance workers like don't
have to clean up till Monday then
why should he? What should I do?
Signed,
Craterface Moonunit
Dear Craterface:
Why don't you buy a bag of

clothespins. Grin and bear it.
There's only two weeks left!
—J.P. & J.R.
To whom it may concern:
I think I'm in trouble. No not that
kind! Actually, you see I'm a
wanted woman. This crazy group
of jealous females is after me.
They think that I stole all five of
their dates at the Dogwood dance.
I didn't do it honest! They all just
walked me back to my room.
How do I regain these girls'
respect?
With nothing left
to lose in Regis
Dear Nothing:
J.P. wants to know where your
room is. Personally I think it would
be a good time to check out the
accommodations at McAuliffe
Hall. The building is condemned
but, then again so are you.
-J.R.

by Dan Ritz
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University Glee
Club, directed by Paul LaMedica,
will be wrapping up a banner year
when they sing the National Anthem for the New York Mets game
on Monday, May 2. They will sing a
short ten minute program for the
fans prior to.performing the Anthem at 7:35 p.m.. This will be
aired on Channel 9.
The Club is also busy preparing
for its 36th annual concert at the
Klein Memorial Auditorium in
Bridgeport in memory of its first
director, Simon Harak, and its first
moderator, Fr. John P. Murray, S.J.
The Glee Club's present moderator is Father A. Cardoni, S.J.
These two engagements will
wrap up a fine year for the Glee
Club which has included successful concerts in Boston, New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut. The Club's most recent performance was in Waterbury to ressurect one of the University's five
area Alumni Clubs.
The Club has grown this year to
a total of 50 members, and Club
President, David DeFilippis, and
Vice-President, Lee Smeriglio, are
confident that next year's club will
number close to 60 since there are
presently only four Seniors.
Tickets for the Klein Concert to
be given on April 29 will be on sale
this week in the Campus Center.

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield
WANT TO
LOOSE WEIGHT
SAFE AND EASY?
America's #1 Health Care
Company has just introduced a meal replacement product that
medical authorities are
calling the "diet of the
century". For information
on how you can loose 4 to
6 Ib/wk and a free taste
test call 268-9285.

A CUT

AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

Seniors Give
by Joanne O'Brien
Staff Writer
Seniors. If you've been hiding
from your Senior Gift Class Agent
lately (avoiding your mailbox, not
answering the phone, ducking into
a dark corner when you sight he or
she), consider these...
If our class doesn't raise $5,000,
what we do raise ($1,600 so far)
will be given to the university to be
used as they want. Furthermore,
the donation won't be in our name.
Without our scholarship, a
future Fairfield student might not
be able to graduate due to high
college costs.
The DeCamp Foundation will
only match the amount we give to
the Alumni Office if its $5,000.
Need further inspiration? How
about these...Alpha Sigma Nil Kas

pledged $500.00. Along with his
housemates, J.R. Pagliarini,
Senior Gift Committee member,
has donated $125.00.
We won't get our FREE Senior
Week event from the Alumni Office for raising the cash!
The deadline is May 22. Don't
worry your class agent will be in
touch with you soon. And this
time, why don't you pull out that
wallet or checkbook. According to
Beth Kramer, another Senior Gift
Committee member, "Most
students give 10 to 15 dollars." In
case you are wondering, to practice what I preach, I'm going to
give my class agent a check by the
time this is printed. Actually, it'll
be a relief—hiding from my class
agent has been tough—she's a
housemate!

ALL KEGS DISCOUNTED

40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!
Discount Wine &SpiritMer6fiants

1476 Post Rd. 2590673

NO EXTRA

CHARGE FOR
COLD BEER

10% Off all liquor, cordials & wines (
& cases of beer*

Classic Club Vodka
80° 1.75 liter.....
^7.69
Riunite Bianco, Rosato,§. _—
Lambrusco9%1.5 liter . fkOf

BUDWEISER

EXPORT BOTTLES
$Q QQ cold case
Waww +tax & deposit

Classic Club Vodka $

SCHAEFER
EXPORT BOTTLES
co|d case
$£
&Q
UiOw + tax & deposit

WE'LL MEET OR BEAT ANY OTHER LOCAL AD* MS^^SS^^

YOUR BSN
IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional nurse. In
the Army, it also means you're an officer. You start as a
full-fledged member of our medical team. Call your
local Army Nurse Corps Recruiter. Or stop by.
i

1

For more information, write:

The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Name
Address.

\
Apt..

Phone

Age.

Wash,CuttA._ __

Blow Dry

$15.00

$

2.00 OFF with F.U. LB.

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FABHELD

333-7541
0PEM: TUESF™ 10-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Ti or Volkswagen

4.49
$
5.29

80° liter
Petri Red, White,
Rose 111/2% 4 liter ..

City, State, ZIP.
No Appointrr ant Necessary

;)

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Townhouses
by Elizabeth Bartus
The Townhouses have proven to be a popular alternative for on-campus boarders. In fact, so popular
that all of the units were filled before the housing lottery was open to next year's Juniors.
Joe Luglio, a Senior who opted for the Townhouses
because he and eleven friends wanted to live close
together, but couldn't find neighboring beach
houses, found many advantages with the Townhouses this year. He said, "They turn out to be close
to campus, and accessible to everything. The
washing machines are terrific, and security's an important factor. Also, the basements are a big advantage. We have a lot of room."
Phyllis Fitzpatrick, Director of Student
Residences, suggests that future housemates really
consider who they are going to live with, and take the
time to organize domestic chores, as well as house
rules such as guest policy, etc. Budgeting should
also be worked out in advance. A budgeting seminar
will be offered tonight (April 28) in Canisius 222 at 7
pm. Fitzpatrick noted that, "When a house is without
money problems, they are a lot happier." Townhouse
students who operate with a house account contribute approximately $350/$500 per semester/per
student.
The University does control Townhouse policies,
but these students are very independent. Like beach
residents, they must take care of their meals, clean
their houses, and assume full responsibility for the
unit they are renting.

Y8
Tending to domestic chores, Brian Horn, a resident of Townhouse 111, washes the
dishes
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

mm

Both Townhouses and Beach students are respon
stocked and planning their meals.

Townhouse residents relax after enjoying an easy meal from Domino's. [Photo by George Douaire and Ellen Dougherty]

although the Townhouses do have basements that serve several purposes, the basement floors are often
water covered. The basements house weight lifting and other sports equipment as well as convenient storage
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
space
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Liz Sterling relaxes in front of the television at her be
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Beach Houses
by Marg Downing and Elizabeth Bartus
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The Beach.. .sun tans, outdoor parties, volleyball
on the beach, salt water air, friends, and fun Approximately 365 Fairfield students live at the beach. Most
feel the costs are the same, or a little more than oncampus boarding. They pay rents that range from
$180-$250 per month. Although the independence
and the social aspects are attractive, cooking, cleaning, budgeting, grocery shopping, and studying are
all integral parts of college life here.
Students move to the beach with various expectations. Senior Cindy Imbro, who lived at the beach as a
Junior also, hoped to find independence. Her favorite
things about living on the Point include, "living with
friends, being on my own, and having a normal life
style." Imbro admits that revolving her schedule
around the shuttle has been difficult at times.
Kate Barth, '83, said, "I expected the beach to be
wild and crazy. It has fulfilled these expectations, but
I expected to be tan in March, and I'm white and bummed." She continued, "I like barbecuing, swimming
in the Sound, and my four great housemates." Deirdre O'Connor, also a Senior, feels the beach has
"made me more responsible." She advises future
housemates to organize a house account so that
finances are in order.
Although beach life is not always as sunny and
carefree as it sounds, it never ceases to be desirable
for upperclassmen. The many advantages seem to
wash out occasional problems with landlords,
transportation, neighbors, and security.

Most Beach Residents do not have washers and dryers in their houses. Students use
laundromats in town for their wash. [Photos by George Douaire and Ellen Dougherty]

sible for keeping their refrigerators
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

' .,■:
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Without a dishwasher, meal clean-up chores are distributed between beach housemates.
[Photos by George Douaire and Ellen Dougherty]

ach house. [Photo by George Douaire and Ellen Dougherty]

In an effort to avoid the shuttle, students crowd into a friend's car for a ride to campus.
(Photo by George Douaire and Ellen Dougherty]
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Dogwood 1983
by Elizabeth Kline
Executive Editor
Seven hundred people boarded
the U.S.S. Fairfield for a night of
fun and frolic. "Cut Loose" guided
the cruise to a rocking and rolling
sea venture.
Everything from long gowns to
mini-skirts, tuxedos to madras
pants typified the evening apparel.
Cut Loose opened with "I Melt
With You" bringing everybody to
the dance floor. As the evening
progressed, the speaker system
ho^=n to fail some what, but this

wasn't enough to put a damper on
the evening.
Some of "Cut Loose's" other
new wave selections included
Duran Duran's "Hungry Like The
Wolf," Ramones' "I Wanna Be
Sedated," the Police's "Don't
Stand So Close To Me," After The
Fire's "Der Kommissar," and the
Thompson Twins' "Lies."
Once again, Dogwood weekend
turned out to be one of the
highlights of the year that
everybody looked forward to and
enjoyed.

Cut Loose takes a rest during their lively Dogwood Dance Concert.

[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
^

Comedy at Cabaret
by Raymond Mayo
Staff Writer

Dave Luttati and Liz Pisanelli boogie down to the New Wave sounds of
Cut Loose.
. [photo by £llen Dougnerty]

Dogwood weekend got off to a
good start Friday night with the
Cabaret show in the Oak Room.
The show featured two comedy
acts, the duo of Edmonds and
Curley, and the bizarre comedy of
"The Amazing Johnathan."
The Oak Room itself was decorated beautifully. Each table
was adorned with its own romantic essentials, such as candles,
wine, and cheese and crackers.
The attentive waiters added to the
elegance of the event. But it was
the outpatient hospital wristbands
worn by the well-dressed students

Men At Work

Cargo Is Delivered
by Richard Swietek
Editor-in-Chief
Men at Work delivered their Cargo
last week, and their latest effort is
definitely no piece of junk mail.
The second album offered by
the Australian group may sound
rather mellow compared to their
first, but the songs are just as enticing, if not more so on Cargo.
The first side includes the
band's two latest hits "Dr. Heckyll
and Mr. Jive" and "Overkill." The
first cut was a big hit for the band
in their native land, but it has been

"Overkill" which has been rapidly
climbing the charts here. In its
debut week, the song appeared
higher on the charts than any
debut song since Lennon's "Imagine" in the early seventies.
Other selections include the simply arranged "Settle Down My
Boy", the somewhat depressing
"No Sign of Yesterday", and "It's
a Mistake", which comments on
the inevitability of nuclear war.
This album features the lyrics
and music of lead singer Colin Hay
and guitarist Ron Strykert, who

[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

also makes two singing debuts on
"Settle Down My Boy" and "I Like
To." The lyrics are reminiscent of
the first album and deal with the
anxiety felt by everyone in their
lives. In "Overkill" Hay reminds us
of the loneliness of having no one
close to us; "Alone between the
sheets/Only brings exasperation/It's time to walk the
streets/Smell the desperation."
In "High Wire", Hay once again
alludes to the sense of confusion
in people's lives; "Sometimes I
don't know which way to go/Sometimes I can't tell, but it's just
as well/'Cos I'm walking on a high
wire."
There is something about the
music which draws the listener in.
The lyrics may be depressing at
times, or they may be funny, but
it's the ability of Hay and the other
members to convey a workingman's view of the world which
adds to their popularity.
They don't come straight out
and tell you what's wrong with the
world a la Styx, but they present
the thoughts and feelings which
people think about but never take
further than the recesses of their
minds. They hit deep at the core of
people's feelings, but there is also
a sense that they enjoy their
music. They truly represent the
tribulations of men of work all over
the world.
Hay's voice along with Ham's
ominous sax and flute combine to
give Men at Work a distinctive
sound which is both mystical and
down-to-earth. The band's distinctive brand of music has once again
allowed them to produce a quality
album with few flaws and ten
tracks of good music..

that set the fashion trend for the
evening.
The first act got under way at
eight-thirty with "Edmonds and
Curley". Curley, the leader was the
one with the straight hair, while
Edmonds provided a perfect foil
for his loquacious partner. The
pair started off with some jokes
directed at the non-drinking members of the audience. "This stuff
would be funny if they'd let you
have a drink." They then went into
some humorous skits concerning
the differences between the men's
room and the women's room. The
Tonight Show veterans showed us
the funnier side of soap operas
and their subsequent commercials, like "Irish Spring the ticking
soap" from Northern Ireland. Or
"does your husband prefer
"Stove-top stuffing to sex?" Edmonds and Curley supplied a very
funny warm-up for the craziness
that ensued.
The Amazing Johnathan de-

serves his name. I salute the people who found this character. The
Amazing Johnathan's high energy
show started with his selection of
less-than-willing audience volunteer (Bill), it was at Bill's expense
that The Amazing Johnathan
became an instant success. Aided
with a large butcher knife,
Johnathan convinced Bill to participate in his wacky routine. The
San Franciscan mixed some very
good street magic with a gory
twist. While wearing a mohawk
hair piece and 3-D glasses
Johnathan swallowed five razor
blades and a piece of thread. He
topped this feat by pulling the
thread-connected razor blades out
through his blood covered mouth.
He appropriately called this segment "Punk Magic."
The Cabaret Show earned all of
its pre-event hoopla and hype,
because what was delivered was a
well organized and entertaining
Bon Voyage for the seniors.

The Amazing Jonathan performed his punk magic for last Friday's
Cabaret Night crowd. Dressed appropriately and with his hair in a
mohawk, Jonathan prepares to retrieve five swallowed shaving blades.
[Photo by Karen Haney)
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Still Life Today
by Jane Confessore
Staff Writer
Stillness. Nothing shouts or
demands attention over something else. Each of the paintings
now on display at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in Stamford, Connecticut compliment
each other, they work together,
creating a refreshingly new view
of a form of painting recently
renewed.
The show is entitled "Modern
Still Life," the exhibition of more
than 30 twentieth-century paintings, sculptures, and prints, will
be held at the Whitney from April
22 through June 29, 1983.
The show is organized by the
branch manager Pamela Gruninger who explains in the accompanying brochure that modern
still-life painting, which had its
genesis in the work of Caravaggio
in the late 16th century, came to
prominence in 17th century
Europe. The genre was later
developed in 19th century America
by Raphaelle Peale who made still
life the focus of his paintings.
The show includes an early
painting by Georgia O'Keeffe entitled The White Calico Flower.
Done in 1931 this is a single flower
of immense proportions with
billowing petals in soothing
shades of grey and white. Another
example of the early American
modernists' approach to still-life
painting is Stuart Davis' Eggbeater, Number Two, a 1927 composition of abstract cubist forms
in muted colors; and Charles
Sheeler's foreshortened Interior of
1926. The show continues through
the 1930's, 40's and 50's with
various paintings illustrating the
styles that dominated each period.

the opportunity to bring new
perspectives to the still-life genre.
This period is represented by two
large compositions, one by Tom
Wesselmann entitled Sf/7/ Life
Number 36. Done in 1964 this
painting is of billboard proportions and includes all-American
motifs such as a glass of milk and
a hero-sandwich, a pack of cigarettes, all engulfed by red, white and
blue stars and stripes.

This White Calico Flower
is an example
of the Still Life
exhibition now
playing at
the Whitney Museum
in Stamford.

The diversity of approach to still
life in this show might best be
summarized by looking at Roy
Lichtenstein's Sf/7/ Life with
Crystal Bowl of 1973, and William
Bailey's Eggs of 1974. Bailey's is
classical in composition as compared to Lichtenstein's who has
chosen traditional still-life motif
and transformed it into a highly
stylized system of dazzling colors
and simplified forms which bear
little resemblance to the actual
forms.
The show is a thorough survey
of modern still life paintings and
sculptures pleasurably viewed in a
comfortable atmosphere.
Admission is free and the
Whitney is located in the Champion International Corporation
building on the corner of Atlantic
Street and Tresser Boulevard in
Stamford. The show is, of course,
a prerequisite for anyone gearing
up for a grueling week of exams as
it is guaranteed to be a relaxing experience.

[Photo by Geoffrey Clements/property of the Collection of
the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.]
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OPEN 12:00-12:00 EVERYDAY

L

2974 Fairfield Ave.-Black Rock (V2 mi. from Sandbar Cafe)

We cure the munchies
COME IN AND CREATE A MIX IN

Pop art, which originated in the
1960's, gave non-traditional artists

Bob

Veronica

DEMETRI'S
BARBER SHOP
OPEN 8-5:30
Closed
*Wednesday*
Demetrios
Karavitis

2551177
49 Reef Road
Fairfield, CT

GMAT
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LSAT • MCAT • GRE
*^^
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CPA> SPEED READING
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SfeiM KAPUN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For information. Please Call

1-789-1169
Classes for Fairfield area
students will be held at
Norwalk YMCA. 370 West
Ave., Norwalk.
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Seven &&

GMAT review for 6-18-83
exam begins-Sat., 4-30-83.
9:30 am.
LSAT review for 6-20-83
exam begins Sat., 5-7-83,
9:30 am.-REGISTER TODAY!
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Eddy Grant: Glass Bottom Boat
by Richard K. Mealey
Editorial Page Editor
Yes, I know. You're wondering
what a glass bottom boat has to
do with a record review. Well, if
you've ever had the opportunity to
sail on one, you noticed how a
wide variety of life-forms—fish,
mollusks, vegetation—can coexist and not seem out of place with
one another.
Grant's new album, Killer On the
Rampage, is a lot like that. It is an
ultimately deft mix of musical
styles tinged with a Caribbean reggae back-drop (Guyana-born Grant
now lives and records in Barbados). None of the elements are
allowed to dominate; they serve as
a means to an end, namely Grant's
quirky, personal vision of music.
The important thing to
remember about this album is that
with Grant the one-man band, the
groove's the thing. Witness the
opener, a worldwide smash hit
called "Electric Avenue." I am
reminded of something Rich
Williams of Kansas said about
Springsteen: "That doesn't take
talent—that's just two chords going back and forth." Well, friends,
"Electric Avenue" stays on one
chord throughout, and for someone to make that one chord sound
this interesting and this irresistable, let me tell you, it takes

talent. It comes replete with a
throbbing heartbeat rhythm,
capricious keyboard charts and an
instantly singable melody ("We
gonna rock down to electric
avenue/And then we'll take it
higher"), and will probably be in
the top 40 by the time you read
this.
The English hit "I Don't Wanna
Dance" recalls what reggae and
fifties rock might sound like if it
were played on a tropical beach.
"Too Young To Fall" can only be
described as Stevie Wonder meets
calypso. "Another Revolutionary"
might be considered to be protestera Dylan singing doo-wop. And I
defy you to tell me that "It's All In
You" doesn't sound like a page
out of the Hall & Oates songbook,
or that it shouldn't be the single
that will really break him in the
U.S. That it is all brought off so
brilliantly is testament to Grant's
musicianship and imagination.
You can listen to any one part of
this album—for example, Grant's
buzz-saw guitar on "Funky Rock'n
Roll" (which sounds neither funky
nor like rock 'n'roll — but whatever
it is, I like it) or Grant's arrangment
and execution of the title track
(hooks abounding, but please, no
fishing from the boat)—and it will
stand up under scrutiny. But
there's something else at work
here that makes the entire album

Charm and Beauty
by Eileen M. O'Connell
Staff Writer
Two artists are simultaneously
being shown at A Thousand Words
now through May 20. "Variations",
a collection of pastel landscapes
by Jane Sutherland and "Crystaline Vessels" porcelain works by
Lois Cassen Nadel combine to
form a richly tailored exhibit.
Ms. Sutherland's work was inspired by a summer spent in
Grand Manan, a small island off
the Upper Coast of Maine. The artist was taken by the Island's
"charm and beauty" and successfully tries to reflect these
qualities in her works. Through her
varying use of color, she gives
each piece a different affect of
lighting, depth, and vibrancy altering the mood of each composition
For example, there are two works
entitled On The Road to North
Head. The first is done with
gouache on board in blue grey colors. This gives the scene a glossy,
dream-like quality. The second,
larger view is composed with
pastel over satin stain. The violets
and light blues of this medium

provide the illusion of a bright sunny day in a beautiful yet more
realistic woods. All of the paintings are done in soft shades with
the exception of the brown tones
used in Unknown Road which
create a stormy flavor.
Ms. Nadel's work is a series of
English porcelains. These bottle
and vase shapes utilize crystaline
glazes which when brought to
2400° farenheit in a long, slow firing process form flower and fan
patterns. Ms. Nadel's use of colors—bright white, ivory, rich
beige, aqua, magenta, robin and
earth brown—provide an understated elegance to her collection.
Prices for the paintings range
from $275 to $1500, for the
porcelains from $25 to $110 which
is more than reasonable for the
quality of creative work if not for a
student's budget. Yet, you don't
have to be an artist to appreciate
the beauty and sophistication
shown. So, next time you're in
town, I encourage you to stop in at
A Thousand Words, 57 Unquowa
Road to view this collection.
Gallery hours are TuesdaySaturday 10-6 and Sunday 12-5.

more than the sum of its parts:
alternately playfulness ("I don't
Wanna Dance"), exuberance
("Latin Love Affair"), determination ("War Party": "You invite me
to a war party, me no wanna
go/Heard about the last one, so
thanks but no thank you.../Do you
wanna go? Say no!") and hope
("Electric Avenue"). For want of a
better term, call it soul.
That soul manifests itself in all
ten songs through that glass bottom boat image: we can all live
together in peace the way they do
at the bottom of the sea. Even
though the herb of "I Don't Wanna
Dance" is willing to tell his lady
that the party's over, he still admits, "I'll never do something to
hurt you though." "Funky
Rock'n'Roll" becomes a metaphor
for freedom of choice: "Don't let
them tell you nothing/Your thing's
my thing." "The Killer on the Rampage" is someone or something
who would tear our hero from his
lover. He's got a point, don'tcha
think?
You know, I'd wager anything
that many of the modern pur-

[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
veyors of reggae-pop—The Police,
Men At Work, The Clash (who have
even covered his song "Police On
My Back"—at least listened to Eddy Grant's previous solo albums
and/or his work with The Equals.
(In fact, the title cut sounds more
like the Men than the Men do, and
"Latin Love Affair" is basically
what Joe Jackson's last album
might have sounded like if it were
done right.)
In effect, Grant up to this point
has been a well-kept secret. But

BUD'S »™

with Killer On the Rampage entering Billboard's mainstream album
charts last week, it's safe to say
that it's not the case now. To that I
say, it's about time—this album is
warm, kinetic, swinging and downright exciting; it defies pigeonholing and can pack a dance floor
in nothing flat; and it's just plain
good to just sit home and listen to.
89 on the old Mealeymeter. Put
this album on your turntable and
try to take it off agin. Go ahead. I
dare you.

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT
• (203) 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE'BARBEQUE CHICKEN & RIBS'COLD CUTSD PARTY PLATTERS-HOT ft COLD SANDWICHES«S0DA*C0FFEE

KEGS

(DISCOUNT);£$

Call in Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-2 Sun.

El I j ■"■' V

/A

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR
STUDENT LOAN?

x

LOOK WHAT'S UP!
AT THE CARD & GIFT SHOP:

Fairfield Holiday House
1555 POST RD.

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or
a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1,1975, consider
spending a couple of years in the Army.
If you train for certain specialties, the government will release
you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) for
each year of active duty.
Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.
But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,
well still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.
To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call
the number below.

255-1277

20% off any purchase over $5. w/F.U.i.D.
expires 5-8-83

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '83!
^*******,
*
*
*

FOOD

5 O'BRIEN'S CAFE

•1599 Post Road, Fairfield • (203) 254-0188
Thurs. Apr. 21 Mike Bedoin (9 pm) "Live Entertainment"
Fit. Apr. 29
Happy Hour w7 Free Hors D'Oeuvres
(4-7 pm) M.00 Bud bottled (9-12) pm
Sat. Apr. 30
75* Minosa (1 -4 pm)
M.OO Alabama Slammers (9-12) pm
Mon. May 2
75* Drafts' (9-12) pm
TUBS. May 3
75* Vodka Drinks (9-12 pm)
May 4
Genesee Creme Ale Night (9-12 pm)
FREE PRIZES!

In Fairfield call 255-1983
In other areas consult the Yellow Pages
under Recruiting

ARMY. BE AU YOU CAN SE.
*
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Sports Schedule
Alumni Super Sports on Saturday at 11 a.m. on the Soccer Field.
Men's Lacrosse vs. Alumni at 1 p.m. Campion Field, Saturday. ,•
Men's Rugby Invitational Tourney at 12:30 p.m. on Grauert Field on
Saturday.
Men's Lacrosse vs. UConn TODAY! at 3:30 p.m. on Campion Field.

This Week's
Events
MOVIEROCKY III Meets Mr. T, 7:30 in
Gonzaga Aud. On Thursday, Friday & Saturday, and a special
showing at 9:30 on Thursday. Admission is $1.50.

MEETINGS...
Thursday:
Management
Meeting at 7:30 in B-42. Special
Olympics meeting in the Oak
Room at 8 p.m.

I Ml.

JOG

UUC0M£ BACK TO "CWX'5
cofWeR." ue'Re He Re
UlTH
CAPTAIN ' KWCH'
PLASTIC, A MEMbER
OF THe ESTEEMED AUD
FEARED UNIVERSITY
SECURITY FORCE.

®Z'S

t0jf»*m i
54040 or
05065
03033
07
30320
ALL BUS
10101 Of

Monday. 5/9
Monday. 5>9
Monday. 5/9

BORING EVENTS...
Reading Day on Thursday, May
5th. Exams from Friday til Friday.

May Day '83 Is Here
This Saturday is May Day '83
from 1 to 5 p.m. on Alumni Field.
This event is restricted to 19 years
or older.

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893
'Congratulations to Joe Charrto
Stags frosh of the year."

The office of Sen. Christopher J.
Dodd has a limited number of
Summer '83 and Fall '83 internship
positions available. This is a voluntary position although most
students earn academic credit for
their work. It is open to students
who have completed their,
sophomore year in any major.
Openings are in Stamford or Hartford. If you are interested, please
contact Mary Jo McGovern at the
Counseling Center.

10:00a.m.
gJS^iipirn.:.

IttaWKtey, 5/12
f

60550

IT5 A UEU - MiOUA)
FACT THAT SECURITY HAS
A PROBLEM UlTH f*RK~/
MG CONTROL : WE I
mmeVCKSTSYSTEM
DOESN'T SEEM 70 £V
A SUFFICIENT DETER-

1

Travel in China And Earn Credit
Dr. DeAngelis, History Department, is offering the third annual
China Study-Tour. Dr. DeAngelis teaches Asian History and speaks
Chinese. This will be his fourth trip to China.
The course meets weekly from May 18 to June 29; participants will
tour the People's Republic of China from July 6-23. The tour will visit
Narita, Japan, and five cities in China: Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou,
Hangzhou, and Guilin. The group will spend, three nights in Hong
Kong. Three credits in Chinese History are available. (Those interested may take the tour only.) The oost of the program is $3,250
(tuition additional). Interested parties, please contact Dr. DeAngelis
in C-328 or phone 255-1472 evenings.

The four graduates assistanceship
positions with the Media Center will
only be open to students enrolled in
the school of Graduate and Continuing Education, not all graduate
students as stated in last week's ad.

Ttttpf*.
2 30 o m.
tarn a.m.

SPECIAL EVENTS...
Glee Club Klein Concert in Klein
Aud., Bridgeport at 8 p.m.
Alumni Supersports on Saturday at 11 a.m. on the soccer/track
field.
Campus Ministry Spring Mass
on Sunday, May 1st at 7 p.m. on
the Campus Center Lower Patio.
Women's Chorale Spring Con. cert in the Oak Room at 3 p.m.
Nurses Pinning Dinner at 7 p.m.
in the Oak Room, on Saturday.
Sports Dinner on Wednesday in
the Oak Room at 6 p.m.

Internship Available

Exam Schedule

Bruce Koechtle
CM YOU CMC US SOME
UMTS AS TO UHAT'S
IN STORE FOR ILLEGAL
PARKERS AArJfT YEAR?

HEH, HER, HEH, (cwiau.cvaau)
WELL, CLYDE, LETS JUST
LET IT SUFFICE TO SAY

THAT ue ARe REALLY
HOPING THE UAJIUERSITY UIU
APf>Rou£ ouR Requesr
FOR A GALLONS. HEH, HER

UJU

.roe'

GOING TO THE BEACH OR ABROAD?
If you currently hold a room for next year ON CAMPUS and are going to
the beach or abroad, you should cancel your room contract by May 13th.
See the Director of Housing for the extension deadline of July 1,1983.
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE 5:00 MAY 13th
Friday, May 13, after the 10 a.m. exam (60550) ALL dorms will close.
Please make your travel arrangements in conjunction with the closing
procedures. Seniors and their registered guests may return Wednesday,
May 18th.
SENIOR WEEK GUESTS
Deadline for seniors registering dates for on-campus housing is May
6th. Forms are available in Student Services or through your RA.

Earn $500 or more each
school year. Flex. hrs. Monthly payment for placing posters
on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as
well. 800-526-0883.

Fairfield Cleaners, Tailors and Latmderers

In time for Mother's Day
& Graduation
C AI C- 40°/o OH Diamond Earrings
OHLC. 30% Off Jewelry
Watch & Jewelry Repair
EAR PIERCING DONE DAILY

1580 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 255-1068 or 255-1069

1547 Post Road

10% DISCOUNT WITH F.U. I.D.

259-4895

259-4895 •Layaways • Visa • MasterCard

L
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Softball Playoffs Wind Down
by Jay Coffey
With a little help from the
weather, the Intramural Softball
League should crown a new champion on Sunday afternoon. If all
goes according to plan, semi-final
action will take place at one and
two p.m on May 1. The Men's final
will be played at four o'clock on
the same afternoon. .
In the first round of playoff action the number one and two seeded teams, F.U.College Kids and
The Hitmen, were both victorious.
Tony DiSantis led the way for The
Hitmen with some fine defensive

plays and a few timely hits. The
Hitmen won it all two years ago
and they are looking at a shot to
repeat. The F.U.College Kids were
sparked by Joey Benenati's three
run homer and six hit pitching performance. Other victors were The
Sudden Spurts, The Flaming A's,
Ovium Avoratores and The Liquor
Barrel.
Basketball lovers withstood the
rain last Sunday as the Fairfield
University Bookstore Basketball
League narrowed its field to three
teams in its championship playoffs. Last week's diehard underdogs, The Doctors of Dunk, picked

up two victories on Saturday's
sunny afternoon of play only to
suffer their second loss on Sunday at the hands of the Running
Utes 21-16, knocking the "Docs"
out of this double elimination
tourney.
The favored squad, Phi Sucka
Wind, advanced to the finals after
defeating the Utes 25-23. They
also knocked off Chut's Ukranian
Brigade, despite the efforts of star
Stag center Little Pete DeBisschop. Phi Sucka Wind now
awaits the winner of Tuesday's
game between the "Brigade" and
Last Chance.

:«■»-«—»• — » — »*—«»<■»<» ?^

TOP SELECTIONS AT
BOTTOM OF THE BARREL
PRICES...

Tennis team member Jon Raichelson hits an approach shot.
[Photo by Marie Wininger]
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Lack Of Confldencelfo&r jf
BffiR
Plagues Netmen
9&£^ ffiEfii
by Richard Swietek
Editor-in-Chief
"It doesn't matter whether the
other team is good or not, it just
depends on whether our guys
think they can win or not," stated
coach Joe Grassi in commenting
on the tennis team's 5-5 record.
So far this year the team has
had a couple of big wins over New
Paltz and the University of Bridgeport, dropping both of their opponents by scores of 6-3. On the
other side of the coin, the team
has lost big to St. John's, University of Rhode Island and Central
Connecticut.
The team is extremely strong,
and many opposing coaches have
commented that the team has the
ability to beat a number of top
contenders. The only thing which
has held them back is the lack of a
strong positive attitude about
their own ability to win, mentioned
Grassi.
Two high spots for the men
hawo hoon the outstanding plav of

freshman Rome Lillicraf over the
the' ft
last three matches. Lillicraf looks • >
to be moving into the number two
position on the team after compiling a record of 5-4. Teaming up
with Lillicraf to form an extremely •I
potent doubles team has been
junior Rich O'Keefe. In commenting on the duo Grassi stated,
"They're going to be a power in •1
the New Englands."
Looking to the end of the
season coach Grassi felt the
Stags could come through with
either an 8-5 or a 7-6 record after
finishing the spring term this
Thursday at Southern Connec- • •
ticut. Both the Villanova and Fordham matches were cancelled due '
to rain, and will not be replayed.
•I

PABST
$
28.00

MILLER
$
36.00

GENESEE
$
25.00

II

Vi keg

/2 keg

/2 keg

This weekend will see the Stags
travelling to Springfield to participate in the New England Tennis Association championships.
Grassi feels the team's chances
are good in the championships if
they can overcome the problems
surrounding their own confidence.
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TUBORG
$
27.20

Budweiser

1

/2 keg

STORE HOURS: 9:30 AM-8 PM
MON.-SAT.

• CALL AND RESERVE YOUR KEGS EARLY
•PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU APRIL '83
ALL rnHjCO
PRICES TLUO
PLUS TAX
& utrwii
DEPOSIT
•MLL
IHA a

LOOK BETTER ...
HEALTHIER...
By getting a head start on your vacation tan!

BUY TWO PINTS
GET ANOTHER FREE
WITH AD

Pre-tanning is the best protection against sunburning.
Include Tanique's* tanning service in your plans NOW
and be ready for outdoor fun in the sun!

EXPIRES 5-16-83

70 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

259-6944

10 Sessions
FIRST VISIT FREE

Make your move with

Jartran JL
Thick Rental

> Late modal trucks and trailers priced
right for local and one-way moving
> Aerodynamically designed to save gas
> Automatic transmissions, power
steering and brakes
• Easy-hookup trailers
• Moving A packing aids, tow bars

• Free Mover's Guide
• Custom trailer hitches installed at
many locations
• Loading and unloading assistance
available at many locations
• Major credit cards
• 24-hour road service

$

35.00

with student ID

Lessthan15mlns.
per visit

Call 259-7623 for more information.
We're Open
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

dEL® cs^^ffi ^^«
FOR ALL RATES AND RESERVATIONS

BRIDGEPORT

371-6233

309 North Ave. ..

FAIRFIELD
1916 Post Rd.

Fairfield

Family Sun
Tanning Centers
1630 Post Road, Fairfield Center, CT (Tpkt. Exit 21)

I
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Ruggers Pummel St. Anselms
by Chris Terzian This past Saturday, the ruggers
of St. Anselms traveled a long
distance only to receive a
thrashing at the hands of the Fairfield Rugby club. The Red Ruggers
completely dominated all three
games, showing little mercy on
their opponents.
The afternoon's action started
with the B game, and Mike
Gavigan started Fairfield's scoring spree with a ten yard run up
the middle for a try. Last week's
kicking hero Connor Gaynor easily
made the conversion kick for 6-0
lead. Then the game began to
break open, with Fairfield giving
St. Anselms a rugby clinic. A great
behind-the-back pass from Tom
White allowed Sean McAuliffe to
score a try, and Pat Sheerin added
another minutes later and Gaynor
hit the conversion from a tough
angle. Then Bob Kaps blocked a
kick and Dan Lauer picked up the
ball and scored a try. The half ended with Fairfield leading by the
score of 20-0.
The second half saw Connor
Gaynor continue the scoring
madness by making a 30 yard
penalty kick for three points. Tim
Sheridan then made a beatiful
drop kick from 25 yards out for a
26-0 lead. St. Anselms did manage

to spoil the shutout, but Tom
White answered right back with a
13 yard run of his own giving Fairfield an impressive 30-4 victory.
Backs Pete Santulli and Joe
Luglio played excellent games,
and the scrum cast of Bill Roy, Bill
Lynch, Jim Costello, Joe Dowd,
and Brian Sutton were superb. It
was Sutton's first appearance as
a B player.
In the A game, Fairfield continued the romp with -Hugh
Tooumey passing to Paul
Stafstrom for the first try. Rick
Kaps nailed the conversion to
make the score 6-0. Stafstrom
continued his fine play by making
an unselfish pass to John
Seeberg, enabling him to score a
try. Again Kaps was sure for the
two point conversion. Paul Sheehy
scored Fairfield's last try of the
first half on an exciting 25 yard
run, and Kaps added the extra two
with ease.
The second half opened with a
beautiful passing combination of
Sal Spofera to Pat O'Keefe to
John Friel, who took it in for four
points. Tim Burke scored a try that
was the result of a perfectly executed "scissors" play that worked
. with Rick Kaps. Paul Sheehy then
ran a tough ten yards before passing to Tim Burke, whose try ended
the rout of St. Anselms at 34-0.
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Scrum plyers Joe McCallum, Tom
O'Brien, Chuck "Batwanger" Maggiorotto, and Sean Duffy were
awesome, while Tom Leonard,
Sean Byrne, and Co. ran circles
around St. Anselms defense.
The C side proceeded to pick up
where the A's left off. Mike Murphy had an outstanding performance, scoring two tries on
brilliant runs and hitting a conversion attempt. Ed O'Mara had a ten
yard run for a try. Jim O'Brien's
conversion provided the Reg Ruggers with an 18-0 first half lead.
There was no scoring in the second half, but the fierce play continued. Scrummers Wes Rousseau, Bill Cochrane, Jim
Beausolei, Jack Curtis, Bob
LaRivra, Chip Greer, Bob Sullivan,
and Pat Boyle as well as backs
Nick DeVito, Eugene Albanese,
Steve
Demetrovits,
Chris
O'Rourke, Pat Leeber, and Phil
McCarthy were all instrumental in
the victory.

N.Y. Jet's Defensive Back Jerry Holmes puts up a shot in Sunday's
Booster Game against the N.Y. Giants.
[Photo by Marie Wininger]

COLLEGE STUDENTS
& ALL OTHER HSGRADS
If you are athletically inclined or people oriented, fulltime summer work is available. Opportunity to gain
business experience. Age no barrier if over 17.
Call 9-3 daily,

721-8465 Pat Cosgrove
444-7746 Kurth Derosier
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Senior Tony Corrado shows his form in a game against New Haven.

[Photo by Mike Pirone]

Fairfield Football
Ready For-Fall Season
by Jim O'Connell
Under a new coaching staff, the
eight day long spring practice for
the football Stags ended with an
intra-squad game on Saturday,
April 23rd at Alumni Field. Spring
practice was very competitive and
productive because of the leadership and motivation of the new
head coach, Bill Davis and his
assistants, defensive co-ordinator
Mike Treglia and offensive line
coach Glen Brown. Since last
season, the coaches, the captains
Tim Ulles, Ed Craven and Jerry
Pfund and the club president Mike
O'Connell have been preparing for
the 1983 season. According to the
coaches, spring practice was one
of the major preparations for a
winning season and under their
guidance the team seems to have
the potential and leadership to
enter the playoffs.
Since the priority for the fall
season is offense, head coach Bill
Davis will act as the offensive
coordinator and position coach for
the backs and receivers. Coach
Davis has had an extensive and
successful coaching background.
He served as head coach at An-

drew Warde High School for nine
years before coming to Fairfield
last year as the coach for defensive backs. His interst in coaching
developed from his undergraduate
days at Springfield College, where
he played defensive back for the
1966-68 small college New
England champions.
Returning to the Fairfield football program for the third year, as
one of Coach Davis' assistants, is
defensive co-ordinator Mike
Treglia. Coach Treglia has instilled
and maintained a high level of
pride In his defensive unit. The
defense has traditionally been the
mainstay of the team. Coach
Treglia learned this tradition of
defensive pride, while playing
three years of varsity football at
Fordam University as a noseguard. Helping Coach Treglia during spring practice, was former
defensive standout Tony DeLuca.
Tony DeLuca worked with the
secondary teaching them the complicated coverages.
Coach Davis' emphasis on offense can be seen in his decision
to hire Glen Brown. Coach Brown

will work exclusively with the offensive line. Under his tutelage,
the offensive line should become
a strong cohesive unit. Coach
Brown gained his football experience while playing at Yankton
College and Western Connecticut
State University and while
coaching three years at Joel
Barlow High School.
Coach Davis, along with his
coaching staff, proposed five
priorities before the start of spring
practice and all of them were met.
Coach Davis wanted to "...create a
winning atmosphere, build a foundation for the upcoming year,
assess speed, strength and skills
of the players, introduce the offense and reinforce sound defensive play." The purpose of spring
practice, according to the
coaching staff, was to look at new
players and to teach the new football system. Since Coach Davis is
implementing a new veer offense,
the offensive players had to learn
an entirely new offensive strategy
in eight days. The emphasis on offense paid off on Saturday during
the scimmage when the impressive offense moved the ball

Stags Drop To 5-16
by Joe DiPietro
Sports Editor
Hey, guess what? The Fairfield
pitching staff did all right this past
week. They only gave up five walks
in three games and had an E.R.A.
around four. But I think if you have
been following Fairfield baseball
recently, you can guess how the
hitting was. That's right. They batted .211 with eight rbi's. Result:
one win, two losses, and an overall
record of 5-16.
The week started off with a 6-1
loss at the hands of the University
of New Haven. The opponents
took the lead with three runs in the
top of the second off starter Dave
Caseria. After yielding three consecutive singles, Caseria proceeded to walk in two runs. The third
run scored on a fielder's choice.
The Stags got their only run of the
game in the fourth when Mark Por
tanova led off with a single
Following a SteveXarlotto strike
out, freshman Chris McKenna rap
ped a double. Another freshman
Charles Knight, drove in the run
with a sacrifice fly to deep center.
In the meantime, Caseria had settled down and pitched to only 14
batters over the next four innings.
But he was touched for a run in the
seventh and two in the ninth. The
loss dropped Caseria's record to
2-3 this year.
The next game was against
UConn, a game Curt Washburn
termed "baseball personified,"
Chris Tiso got the Huskies out in
the first with little problem. The
Stags looked as if they were going
to go down quietly themselves in
the bottom of the inning when
Johnny Martin and Dennis Dombrowski went down on strikes. But
with two outs, Joe Charno
(another freshman) hit a long
home run for a 1-0 lead. It was the
last run the Stags would score in
the game.
with minimal mistakes. During the
scrimmage, the offense showcased some new players like
Christian Fahrun, Vernon .Dailey,
Jim Dugan and Dave Grewcock.
With the help of last year's returning players like Tucker Cambell,
Mike James, Jerry Pfund and Paul
DeMarco, the offense should be
one of the best in the conference.
While Coach Davis is aiming to
prepare the team . for the total
game, he has not neglected the
defense. He is hoping that the
traditionally strong defense can
dominate play so that his offense
can take advantage of their new
strategy. The defense, which remains virtually intact from last
year, has some new faces that
most likely will contribute a great
deal next season, such as, Rob
Cowley, Maurice Judicone, Lennie
Haliday and Art Mafale. These new
members will be an added asset to

Tiso was breezing along until he
yielded a leadoff triple in the
fourth inning. The run came in on a
sacrifice fly and the score was tied
at one. It stayed that way until the
top of the ninth, with Tiso and
UConn pitcher Mark Thalmann
locked in an intense pitcher's
duel. But Tiso hit the first batter in
the ninth. A sacrifice bunt and a
single gave the Huskies a 2-1 lead
entering the bottom of the inning.
But a Mark Portanova walk was all
they could muster and Fairfield
absorbed a tough 2-1 loss. The major reason was that after Charno's
first inning homer, no Stag got
past second base.
The Stags salvaged the week by
defeating MAAC rival Fordham
7-6. The win increased Fairfield's
record in the conference to 3-0.
Johnny Martin started the Stags
off with a walk, but was caught
stealing. Then Charno and Carmine Farese singled, and catcher
Mike DellaVecchia plated Charno
with a single of his own. Fairfield
got two more runs in the seventh
when Portanova led off with a
walk. He scored on a triple by Chris
McKenna who in turn scored on a
fielder's choice. The Rams tied the
game in the top of the third when
starter Keith D'Amato gave up a
two out, three-run homer. But the
home team bounced right back in
their half of the inning when Carmine Farese belted his seond
home run of the year, a two run
shot. Once again, the gritty Fordham team, under the tutelage of
Paul Blair, tied the game at five in
the sixth. Fairfield once again
responded as Charno doubled in
two runs. Fordham managed to
squeak out one more run in the
seventh but D'Amato held on for
the victory, his third of the year.
Although the senior did give up six
runs, he struck out 12 Rams and
frequently confused them with his
breaking pitches.
last year's strong defensive unit
which included Dan Lauer, Tim
Ulles, Ed Craven and Mike Miles.
Coach Davis said that he was
extremely pleased with the hard
work and positive attitude of the
team. The coaching staff is confident that the team will be a strong
contender for the National Colle1
giate Football Conference
playoffs. Next year's schedule,
which has three away games and
six home games, is very competitive. All the home games will be
played under the lights at Alumni
Field. Club officials scheduled
night games, in order to attract
enthusiastic fans. According to
the coaches, a successful team
needs loyal and vocal fans and
they hope that the night games
will attract such fans. So come out
and support the exiciting and competitive "NEW" football Stags
during the upcoming fall season.

Laxmen 5-6
Staff Report
It doesn't seem as if the Fairfield Lacrosse Club has been very
productive this year. But actually,
things are a lot brighter than the
squad's 5-6 record shows. This
year's team is primarily composed
of underclassmen for whom this
season has provided a bundle of
experience. With this in mind, one
can only envision successful
seasons to come.
The Club has competed well on
its own level, beating such clubs
as Assumption, Boston University, Columbia, lona, and Fordham.
Yet Fairfield could not muster
wins against club rival Southern
Connecticut, losing most recently
last Thursday 20-5, the second
defeat at the hands of Southern
this year.
The majority of the other losses
has been the result of a much
more competitive schedule. The
Stags have fallen to such varsity
squads as Stonybrook, Providence, and Vermont.

Much of this season's scoring
has been provided by junior Tom
Gruchacz and a trio of sophomores—John O'Connor, Mike
Langford, and Larry Phelan.
Goaltender Scott Wieie and his
defensive corps of Tom Luglio,
John Kennedy, Joe Hliboki, anjJ
Kevin Richards, have playe,d
tenaciously all year round. The
team is a close unit, and has given
the fans much excitement .this
year.
Today, Fairfield will attempt to
even their record at 6-6 with a victory over UConn on Campion Field
at 3:30. The game will be the last
in the careers of senior captains
T.J. Fitzsimmons, Mike McGann,
Gerry O'Brien, and Club President
Jim Keenan.
The Club elected officers
recently, and voted junior Tom
Keenan as next year's President,
junior Joe Hliboki as the VicePresident, and sophomore Tom
Muoio as Club Treasurer. The
Lacrosse Club will wrap up their
season with a game against the
alumni this Saturday at 2:00.

Goalie Scott Wiele makes a tough save against Southern in recent lacrosse action.
[Photo by Marisa Picomell]

